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Third time's the keeper for elections

C. Himes, Princeton fresh- Erin M. Dager and Nicole Nelson
Nine win seats on SGA, though many Adam
man, said.
from the College of Science;
Some students who visited Regina Lewis-Myers from the
students
were
not
aware
of
the
races
the Memorial Student Center School of Medicine; Rocco
by RHANDA M. FARMER
"Fall elections always have a Wednesday and Thursday did Rossetti from the Lewis College

reporter
After two failed attempts,
voting in the special election for
fall Student Senate seats ended
Thursday.
The election replaced the canceled elections from Dec. 1-2.
The special election was conducted with alow voter turnout.

lower turnout than spring,"
Marcie Hatfield, election commissioner, said.
"This being aspecial election
at the beginning of asemester
we were expecting a lower
turnout than normal."
Many students were unaware
of the elections.
"I never even heard about it,"

not notice the election tables.
"I saw booths set up, but I
thought it was just for fraternity and sorority rush," Amy L.
Swiger, Buckhannon sophomore, said.
The newly elected senators are
Jack Hanks Jr. and Adrian B.
Cain from the College of
Education and Human Services;

of Business; Jacob Scheick from
the College of Liberal Arts; Glen
Midkiff from the Graduate
School and Leah Clay from the
College of Fine Arts.
There was a tie between
Anthony Ponton and Kristy
Hays for the open seat in COLA.
"Ties are broken by presenting
the candidates to the senate,"

Brandi Jacobs, student government president, said. "The judiciary committee then interviews the
candidates, reviews their resumes
and appoints the position."
Write-in candidates were
elected from the Graduate
School and the Community and
Technical College.
Ronald Jones, Kiwana Patterson, Kirk Gillenwater and Mark
Jackson received write-in votes
for the Graduate School.
Norman Arthur, Justin Williams, Kevin Edmunds, Brent

Perry and Archie Locke received
votes for the CTC with a tie
between Edmunds, Perry and
Locke.
Write-in candidates must fulfill the same criteria as candidates who apply for senate seats.
"The candidates must be in
good academic standing, that
is, they must have a2.0 grade
point average and be enrolled
in the college they wish to represent," Stephen Hensley, SGA
Please see FEW, P3

Does your rear
measure up?

Stadium project spared from budget cuts,
but many seats' widths decreased 2¼ inches
by J.J. SPICHEK
reporter

courtesy of the 1960 Chief Justice

According to the 1960 yearbook, the Chief Justice, the penalty for direction of an upperclassman in front of the Shawkey Student
afreshman not knowing the Alma Mater was to sing it under the Union. This practice was deemed as hazing in 1966 and abolished.

'I Don't Know the Alma Mater'

Sacred school song
was once considered
aform of hazing
by TRACY COOK
reporter

Quick! Sing Marshall University's Alma Mater!
Can't do it? Don't worry,
many Herd faithful can't either.
"I just don't know it because I
never had to learn it," ShaunSnodgrass, Harrisville sophomore, said. "I wish they would
play more often so Idid know it."
According to "Marshall University: An Institution Comes
of Age" by Charles Hill Moffat,
the alma mater was written in
1906 and copyrighted in 1935.
James R. Haworth, a local
reporter at the time, wrote the

lyrics. Dr. C.E. Haworth, an
English professor and James'
father, wrote the music.
Vera Andrew Harvey and
Hannah M. Cundiffwrote aversion before it was copyrighted.
In the 1921 Commencement
program, their version ended
the Torch Ceremony, apageant
celebrating the awarding-of the
first baccalaureate degrees.
The ceremony was renamed
the Torch Bearers in 1923.
Dr. Harry Muller, professor
of music, arranged acomposition of the alma mater for both
an orchestra and aband.
Marshall's marching band
used to play the alma mater at
halftime at every football game.
In the early 1960s, freshmen
had to wear abeanie on their
head during the first week of
school and Freshman Week
any time they were on campus,

archivist Cora P. Teel said.
If a freshman could not
recite the alma mater to an
upperclassman, they would Marshall gracious Alm.a Mater,
have to do something, such as
We thy name revere;
standing outside the president's office holding a sign Mny each noble son and daughter
Cherish thine honor dear.
that read "I Don't Know the
Alma Mater."
be ever bright
John Shay, dean of student May thyuslamp
to truth and light;
affairs in 1966, abolished this Guiding
As
a
beacon
o'
e
r dark water
practice because he considered
This is for thee our prayer.
it aform of hazing.
"Those of us who went May the years be kind to Marshall:
throte1gh it didn't see it as hazshe grow in fame;
ing. It was just something you MayMay
her children fail her never
had to endure," Teel said.
True
to
her beacon flame
Today, the alma mater is not May her spirit
brave and strong
used as frequently as in the Honor
right and conquer wrong;
past. The band still plays the
alma mater, but they play it This the burden of our song
after the national anthem · Ewr her truth proclaim.
instead of at halftime.
-C.E. and James l-faworth
It is still played at the
Commencement ceremony.

Alma Mater

The $2 million that Marshall
University owes the state will
not affect the construction of new
seating at Marshall Stadium,
said Dr. K. Edward Grose, senior
vice president for operations.
The construction already has
begun to move the scoreboard,
realign some of the existing
seats and add 7,000 seats in the
south end zone.
The stadium currently seats
30,015 people. The addition, as
well as the new seats and realigning some of the existing seats will
increase the seating to 40,000.
The project's cost is $2,592,000.
Private funds of $2.3 million
are paying for the 7,000 new
seats and realigning the existing seats in the south end zone.
The other $292,000 is state
money for moving the scoreboard.
Some existing seats will decrease· in from 20 inches to 17¼
in-ches to make room for the
new seating, Mike Meadows,
director of facilities management said.
The state requires each seat
to be 14 inches wide.
Meadows went to the WVUMaryland game thi;, past summer and sat in a14-inch seat.
He said it was not big enough.

Dant-Clayton Corp. of Louisville, Ky., has the contract to
construct the seats and realign
some of the existing seats.
West Virginia-based Consolidating Engineering has the
contract to move the existing
scoreboard.
Consolidating Engineering is
contracted to move the scoreboard
back to the edge of the screening
wall, then raise it 71 feet and reinstall it with new steel rods.
The company anticipates finishing the scoreboard by the end
of February. The Dant-Clayton
contract for building the seats
should be completed by Aug. 1,
Meadows said.
When the Marshall construction is finished, there should
not be any problem with the
seating, Meadows said. He
added that any problems with
the seating would be fixed.
Some of the existing seats will
be able to accommodate a250pound person, Meadows said.
He said he realizes not every
person is the same size, and
that was taken into account
during the planning phase.
Some of the seats will be bigger
than 17½ inches to accommodate everyone, Meadows said.
In the future, Marshall Stadium could seat about 65,000 people, Meadows said.

One Room School-2000 takes education to students
by SUMMER L. RUGGLES classes offered by Marshall.
top computer, scholars will be gy to interact with class work
reporter
One Room School-2000 able to see, hear and trade doc- and allow video conferencing

More and more Marshall
University students are attending classes in unusual classroom settings.
Educational opportunities are
now being made possible for
non-traditional students and
residents of rural areas to attend

(ORS-2000) will integrate multimedia technologies with contemporary and developing
communication technologies
for use in distance education.
By using this technology, students in separate locations can
hold interactive meetings and
classes. With the aid of adesk-

Break
out the boots
Many students awoke

Thursday
hoping
they wouldmorning
hear those
six
glorious
words
MORE
fromsiontheorteleviradio INSIDE
weathercasters. see page 4
"Marshall University classes are canceled today."
As one student trudges in
the snowfall, it's days like
one might
misssystem.
being
inthese
the public
school
Those
were
the
days
when
were
good two
for asnowflakes
one-hour delay,
four
snowflakes
were
good
forsnowflakes
atwo-hourordelay
10
moreandguaranteed
a
fun
day
off
sleighriding and building snowmen.
photo by Tamara Endicott

uments with each other.
"This is away to provide an
outlet for courses provided
through Marshall," said Arnold
Miller, executive director of
computing services.
This project began as away
to prove that it is possible to
use different types of technolo-

with advisers and professors,
Miller said.
Marshall will be emphasizing its focus on six areas in the
development and redevelopment of academic programs.
Those programs are underPlease see IT'S, P3

photo 1llustrahon

In order to increase Marshall Stadium's seating capacity to
40,000, many seats will be reduced to awidth of 17¾ inches.

Program seeks to stop drug, alcohol abuse before it starts
by CHRISTOPHER M. HAGY
reporter

Proposed drug and alcohol
prevention programs may
prove important social tools for
Marshall University.
On Feb. 7-8, Marshall
University will play host to at
least eight colleges and universities to address campus drug
and alcohol problems.
The seminar, provided by the
Higher Education Center for
Alcohol and Other Drug Prevention of Boston, Mass., will
show school representatives
how to assess drug and alcoholrelated issues that affect their
campus and how to formulate
prevention strategies.
' One word from one instructor

"One word from one instructor can
sometimes mean everything. Instructors
sometimes don't realize how powerful
their opinions are to students."
Carla Lapelle,
can sometimes mean every- "The unique thing about this is
thing," said Carla Lapelle, coor- that each representative team
dinator of student education will be able to develop their own
programs. "Instructors some- plan for their school," Lapelle
times don't realize how powerful said. "Marshall University, in
their opinions are to students." particular, will need to decide
Instructors who provide a how to deal with the local bar
positive image can potentially scene. Options such as the 'WVU
reduce the popularity of alco- Up All Night' program may be
hol and drugs with students, the answer for Marshall."
Lapelle said.
Eight faculty members are
coordinator of student education programs

scheduled to represent
Marshall. Five have committed
to the program. Those representatives are Mark Rhodes,
MUPD; Tamiko Farrell, residence services; Sue Niestroy,
community substance prevention, Prestera Center Campus
and Community Coalition for
Substance Abuse; Brandi Jacobs, student body president;
and Stephen Hensley, associate
dean of student affairs.
"We have five members of our
team right now," Hensley said.
"Eight members are scheduled to represent Marshall
University and the training
seminar. We hope the remaining
three positions will be filled by
instructors from the athletic
department.''
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1979:Madonna'
Neptune sbecomes
outermostclimbs
planetto
1985:
'Like aVirgin'
number one on the pop music charts
1990: John
McEnroe becomes the first ever
expelled from Australian Open for throwing a
tantrum and swearing at an official
Page edited by Carrie Smith

Artists Series moves into new office, sets schedule
by CHARLENE L. CORNELL
reporter
There will be one-stop shopping for students needing theater and Marshall Artists
Series tickets.
The Artists Series has moved
into its new offices in the Jomie
Jazz Center. The Jomie Jazz
Center is located on Fifth
Avenue across from the
Memorial Student Center. It
now shares box office space
with the Marshall University
Department of Theatre.
Angela Jones, director of mar-

keting and external affairs,
commented on the move.
"We love our new offices,"
Jones said. "It is really nice to
have the space. Students can be
happy. They only have to come
one place to get tickets."
The Artists Series has new
box office hours. MondayFriday 11:30 a.m.- 5p.m. Ticket
sales begin three weeks in
advance for students and two
weeks in advance for faculty,
staff and the general public.
Full-time students can
receive one free ticket and a
guest ticket at half- price with a

A
reasons
why
it's fun
to million
beby DAVIDagame
show
network
BAUDER
product of adifferent era.

The Associated Press
Producers of many of these
chestnuts hung on to the tapes,
LOS ANGELES - Clenching in s()me cases storing them in
his fist in celebration, Game their homes, correctly anticipatShow Network President ing alucrative new market. The
Michael Fleming looks at the not-so-prescient left some unfornumbers on apiece of paper with tunate historical gaps: all but
asense of wonder.
about 100 of the old "Hollywood
They're television ratings Squares"
episodes with Peter
from the night before, but have MarshE!.ll were thrown away
nothing to do with his network. and forever lost.
Rather, they indicate another For the future, the Game
stunningly large audience for Show
is counting heavABC's quiz craze, "Who Wants · ily onNetwork
an interactive television
to Be a Millionaire." For world where
people
will be able
Fleming, that's the next best to play-along with their
games
thing.
at
home.
You would think now would Only asmall fraction of viewbe agreat time to be running a ers now have the digital equipcable network devoted to game ment necessary to do this, but
shows, and you'd be right.
catering to them.
The previously little-noticed the network isallows
contestants
Game Show Network is surfing "Inquizftion"
at
home
to
compete
the wave of interest in on the show, andwithwinplayers
cash
"Millionaire." It is gaining in prizes.
viewers, attention and, most The network is even going
importantly at this stage, in back to the tapes of old game
cable systems that offer its ser- shows to concoct ways viewers
vice.
can play along. It expects the
"It does, in some way, justify new games the network develwhat we've always known - ops
to all have some interactive
that this is a very powerful
genre of programming," said element.
"It
will set us apart from
Jake Tauber, a former "Match everyone on the television landGame" writer who is head of scape and set us apart from any
programming at GSN.
other service," Tauber said.
In December, the Game Show In one sense, "Millionaire" has
Network was added to cable sys- made
Tauber's day much busier.
in 1.8themillion
homes,ever
near-in More Hollywood producers are
lytemsdouble
best month
working
game
its five-year history. Roughly shows now,on sodeveloping
the Game Show
one-quarter of the nation's tele- Network has more to choose
vision homes have access to the from for the future. Of course,
network.
more competition
It has always had to struggle theythealsobesthavegames.
to be noticed by the people who forFleming
and Tauber, like
decide which networks are most peo}lle in television, have
picked up by cable systems, their own theories about why
Fleming said. They tend to be "Who Wants to Be aMillionaire"
middle-age white males, a became a big success. It's easy
group that traditionally has lit- for people to play along as they
tle interest in game shows. watch, particularly because
"Now they are calling us many of the questions are so
instead of us calling them," easy, Tauber said. And the focus
Tauber said.
on one player enables viewers to
Viewers of the Game Show either root for or against the
Network get a steady diet of contestant.
classic quizzes and ahandful of The Game Show Network
originals, like "Inquizition," a executives are most heartened
challenging test of knowledge that many young people are
with an impatient mystery man watching, because it introduces
as host, and "3's a Crowd," a the genre to another generation.
remake of arelationship show Since September, the average
with host Alan Thicke.
number of people watching the
The classics, including "Match Game Show Network at any
Game," "Family Feud" and "The given
time has crept up from
Newlywed Game," are like a 200,000 to 260,000. That's
look into a time capsule with nowhere near the 28.8 million
excruciating haircuts, clothing viewers that "Who Wants to Be
styles and social mores. The late aMillionaire" got in its first five
"Match Game" host Gene airings of the year. Still, it beats
Rayburn's leer is definitely the the alternative.

ed, all events take place at the
Keith-Albee Theatre in downtown Huntington.
The schedule of events for
this spring is as follows:
• Spring International Film

Festival is Friday, Jan. 28Thursday, Feb. 3. at the
Cinema Theatre in downtown
Huntington. The annual event
features six films from around
the world. Tickets for the film
festival can be purchased at the
Cinema Theatre the day of the
film.
• Betty Buckley will perform
Monday, Feb. 14. According to
the publication "Kaleidoscope,"
published by the Artist Series,
Buckley starred as Abby
Bradford in the television series
"Eight is Enough." She has
starred in "Cats," "Gypsy",

"1776," "Song &Dance" and
"Pippin."
• New York City Opera will
perform "The Barber of Seville"
Feb. 22. "The Barber of Seville"
is a comic opera about two
prospective lovers.
• "Camelot," Wednesday,
March 8is the story of King
Arthur.
• AlvinwillAiley
Ensemble
performRepertory
Tuesday,
March 14.
•
Mountain Stage will feature the musical group
Cubanismo on Thursday, April
13. Other acts to be announced.

The civil complaint filed by
the motion picture Astudios
and U.S.
television'Inetworks
including
\ventieth
Century Fox, Disney, MGM,
Paramount, ABC Inc., CBS
Broadcasting Inc. and Fox called iCraveTV's actions "one
of the largest and most brazen
thefts of intellectual property
ever committed."
It charges the Toronto-based
iCraveTV with copyright
infringement, trademark
infringement and unfair competition. The company has maintained in the past that its service

is entirely within Canadian law.
"This kind of cyberspace
stealing must be stopped,
wherever it occurs," said Jack
Valenti, head of the Motion
Picture Association ofAmerica.
Officials from iCrave'IV said
they hadn't seen the lawsuits yet.
"iCraveTV believes it is acting in compliance with all
applicable laws and will
defend itself actively and vigorously," William R. Craig,
president of TVRadioNow
Corp., which does business as
iCraveTV, said in astatement.
Craig is a former general

manager of Fox Sports
Pittsburgh who also held a
position with the National
Hockey League's Pittsburgh
Penguins. Craig had lived in
suburban Pittsburgh and the
lawsuits were filed in federal
court here.
According to the lawsuit filed
by the NFL and NBA, iCraveTV
intercepts television signals,
digitizes them and "streams"
the~ programming over the
Internet. The shows are surrounded by a frame of advertisements sold by iCraveTV, the
lawsuit said.

"We love our new offices. It is really nice to
have the space. Students can be happy. They
only have to come to one place to get tickets."
Angela Jones,

director of marketing and external affairs

Marshall ID. Part-time students, faculty and staff can purchase two tickets at half-price
with ID. Each student may only
bring two IDs when picking up
tickets. Unless otherwise stat-

NFL, NBA, film companies sue Canadian Internet firm
PIITSBURGH (AP) - 'I\vo
professional sports leagues, 10
movie companies and three TV
networks sued an Internet
company Thursday, claiming it
intercepted programs and
rebroadcast them on a Web
site without authorization.
In their lawsuit against
iCraveTY, the National Football
League and the National
Basketball Association are seeking hundreds ofthousands ofdollars in damages for any games
intercepted from stations in
Buffalo, N.Y., or Toronto since the
Web site was launched Nov. 30.

People in the news

Turner says Rocker deserves second chance
ATLANTA (AP) - Atlanta
Braves owner Ted Turner said
pitcher John Rocker should be
given achance to redeem himself over his disparaging comments about immigrants,
minorities and homosexuals.
"He's just a kid," the CNN
founder and Time Warner vice
chairman said Wednesday on
CNN's "Moneyline" of the 25year-old Rocker.
"I think he was off his rocker
when he said those things.
He's apologized. I don't think
we ought to hold it against him
forever. Let's give him another
chance. He didn't commit a
crime," Turner said.

Baseball Commissioner Bud
Selig hasn't announced
whether he will suspend or
fine Rocker.
In an interview in Sports
Illustrated last month, Rocker
said he would never play for a
New York team because he didn't want to ride atrain "next to
some queer with AIDS." He
also said, "I'm not avery big
fan of foreigners."
LOS ANGELES (AP) Entertainment executive
David Geffen wants more Love
in his life.
Geffen ofRecords
filed a
breach
contracthas lawsuit

The Marshall Artists Series wilt welcome Betty
Buckley to Huntington Feb. 14. for aspecial performance at the Keith-Albee Theatre.
Buckley has starred In several Broadway plays
including "Cats," "Gypsy" and "1TT6."
Student tickets go on sale Monday, Jan. 24.
Tickets for faculty, staff and public go on sale.
Monday, Jan. 31.

Tickets may be purchased at the Marshall Artists
Homes l•or Rent
Serles box office In the Jomie Jazz Center, 5th
Ave., across from the Memorial Student Center.
Box office hours are Monday-Friday, 11 :30 a.m.- 1&2Bedroom $350 -$475 Hiring ALL Shifts. Flexible
No Pets Call 634-8419
5p.m.
Scheduling Part -Time Only
Students can receive tickets with their Marshall Newly remodeled two- Apply
Ave. andin 8thPerson.
St. TCBY 9th
ID and may purchase one guest ticket at half
bedroom
home
for
rent.
Behind
Cabell
Huntington
price.
from$550
Home.Hospital, Rent $420/Month Call Attention:
Earn an Work
extra
304-345-1876
$1475/month
part
time
$2115Call- $3750
/month full-or
Near
MU
Very LargeKitchen.
4 BR time.
1-800-310-538~
Large
LR
Furnished
Basement
with Heat
Washer and 78 People Needed! Teresa
Dryer. Parking.
Central
23 pounds
just 30 days!
Ample
529-6411and Air. Allostl Natural.
Dr. inApproved.
Call
Large Unfurnished House. 612-676-2132.
1
Mile
from
Campus.
6
B/R
21/2
Baths
A/C. NoAvailable
pets, Tr.ivcl Services
utilities
notor included.
.. . .
.
inmonth.
MayCall
June.
$1100
~
523-7756 per GO
#1 company
InternetbasedDIRECT!
Spring
Break
e.z: :v-Ifurnised
want to apartment
sublease my
offering
WHOLESALE
pricing!
at We have the other companies
University
Courtyard
begging for mercy!
All
Apartments!
Changing
Destinations!
Guaranteed
schools.
Rest ofpaid.January
is Lowest Price! 1-800-367-1252
paid.
All
utilities
I'
l
l
pay
$30
per
ofperyourmonth.
rent. www.springbreakdirect.com
You
pay month
$350
Reference
Apartment
#631
Callmore
Scottinformation.
at 1-800-431-6548D.
for
Beginning TODAY at NOON
2
BRtoApartment
For Rent
Walk
Campus.
Furnished
efficiency.
LR/Kitchen
AlParking
l Electric.space.
Clean.$260/month
1OffCombo.
Street+
damage
deposit
+
water
and
electric. 522-4327
For more information call
1815-7th Ave. 1BR Carpeted,
Central
heat.deposit
$300 plus
696-3054 or 696-6839
lease and&2
- Noutilities
pets.
Also
BROhioavailable
Chesa 1eake,
697-3482 in
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Spend Valentine's Day with

.,A.,A jh~llilll(II
.

Hear Betty sing the pop, jazz and
Broadway hits that made her famous!

Fridays

'Betty 'B~
fellruarv 14111 •B11.11. •lehll-Albee Theatre• Downtown Hundnaton
·Tickets wil go on sale Mondav, Jan. 24 at 11:30 a.m. in
the Joan c. Edwards Performing Ans Center box offic' e!
Full-time student• can get 1FREE ticket
and one half-price guHt ticket.
Part-time students are eligible for
2half-price tickets.

students mu1t •bow MUID at the door.
Sponsored by WSAZ-TV, WKEE AM/FM,
and WTCR-FM
For more information call 696-6656

against Courtney Love and hospital three days after docEric Erlandson, the principal tors performed spinal surgery
members of the band Hole, to relieve chronic pain in his
claiming the group still owes neck, arms and legs.
Geffen five albums under a Austin, 35, left Methodist
1992 agreement.
Hospital on Wednesday. The
The Superior Court suit filed World Wrestling Federation
Wednesday claims that Doll star was recuperating at his
Head Inc., which owns the home in Boerne, about 30
exclusive recording services of miles northwest of San
Ms. Love and Erlandson, repu- Antonio, said Dr. Lloyd
diated the contract based on a Youngblood, chief of neuroCalifornia labor law limiting surgery at the hospital.
personal services contracts to Doctors removed bone spurs
seven years.
from vertebrae in his neck.
Geffen contends recording 'I\vo of the cervical disks in his
contracts are not personal ser- neck were replaced with a
vices agreements. He said the bone graft, ametal plate and
pact was extended by amend- screws, Youngblood said.
ment in 1997.
Austin could return to the
The suit seeks unspecified ring in six to 12 months,
damages and an ,injunction depending on the healing
barring the band from record- process, Youngblood said.
ing as Hole for anyone else.
A telephone message left LONDON (AP) - The late
Thursday for Ms. Love's publicist Princess
Diana will be honored
wasn't immediately returned. with a Peter Pan-themed
memorial playground near her
SAN ANTONIO (AP) - Pro former Kensington Park home,
wrestler "Stone Cold" Steve the government said
Austin was released from a· Thursday.

I

Noon -1:00 p.m.

Campus Christian Center ·•
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Page edited by Rebeccah Cantley

-Learn to use the libraries
byJON P.ROGERS
reporter

Using Microsoft PowerPoint
and finding magazine articles
through electronic databases
are among the topics included in
the library workshops offered
free this semester.
The workshops, sponsored by
the Marshall University libraries' Office of User Education, are
designed to help patrons use
library resources. Although primarily targeted toward students, the workshops are also
free to faculty, staff and the community, said Reference Libr-

arian Jennifer N. Sias, coordinator of User Education.
Each workshop is offered four
times, once each month through
April.
"I tried to break them into
chunks so people could pick and
choose what interests them
most," Sias said.
Tours of both the Drinko and
Morrow libraries also are
offered. Other topics include the
use of MILES, the libraries'
online catalog, and "Saving
Money by Scanning."
The scanning course provides
instruction on the use of the digital sender and book scanners.

Savings can be realiz-ed,
because photocopiers are not
needed to duplicate text or
images. Information can be
saved to disk or be e-mailed.
PowerPoint is acomputer program for creating multimedia
presentations that can be displayed on amonitor or projected
onto ascreen.
"The PowerPoint course may
not seem like a traditional
library topic but we do get questions from time to time at the
reference desk from people who
want to know how to create a
simple presentation," Sias said.
"This workshop is for the

PowerPoint beginner, but I do
have references for anyone who
wants more in-depth information."
All workshops are conducted
at noon and will last about 30
minutes to an hour.
Participants for most workshops will meet first in the
Drinko Library atrium in front
of the reference desk and then
be led to aclassroom.
Sias recommends making
reservations because of limited
seating.
She may be contacted at 6966577, orby e-mail at sias3@marshall.edu.

Friday, Jan. 21, 2000
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Marshall libraries will offer free library workshops thissemester. More information is available from Jennifer N. Sias,User
Education coordinator, by calling 696-65n or by sending e-mail
to sias3@marshall.edu.

• Orinko Library tours - first Friday of each month
• Morrow Library tours - second Friday of each month
• MILES - third Friday of each month
•Periodical articles online - fourth Friday of each month
•Wednesday
Getting started with Microsoft PowerPoint - second
of each month
•month
Saving Money by Scanning - third Thursday of each

Internet, 50 percent buy-back Clinton announces tax breaks,
other aid for college students
spur Marshall
Bookstore
sales
"When students have
by ANGELA MYHRWOLD
reporter

With Internet book purchasing and the 50 percent buyback guarantee, Marshall
University Bookstore Manager
Mike Campbell said this
semester's sales were asuccess.
This year there was a large
increase in interest for online
orders.
Students are now able to purchase or reserve their textbooks through the Internet.
Thi:,; may make getting books
easier for students who are
away during the holidays or for
the summer.
Many students also continued to seek out savings from
used books.
"We sold more used books
this semester than in the past,"
Campbell said. '·Students don't
understand what agreat benefit they receive from buying
used text books. When stu-

bookstore started this pro-

the opportunity to buy gram."
Ten percent of all purchases
made in the Marshall
used books they will Bookstore
go to fund academic
save. 25 percent." scholarships.
Campbell and hi,; staff were

prepared for the rush of stu. dents this semester with extra
help
and longer hours to accomBookstore mu nagcr
modate students.
The bookstore was open the
before school started
dents have the opportunity to weekend
10 a.m. -5p.m. both days.
buy used books they will save from
During the first couple days of
25 percent.''
bookstore also had
The buy-back guarantee gave school, thehours.
students the chance to sell extended
Bookstore employees worked
their books back and get at through
the holiday to prepare
least 50 percent of what they the semester.
originally paid. This was guar- forThe
turn around between
anteed even if books were not semesters
didn't give employgoing to be used at Marshall
much time to prepare for
again. The ~ookstore can ship ees
the new year. They had alittle
those books tQ. another school. less
amonth to put away
"I got more money back this than
from the previous semessemester than ever before," stock
ter and get things out for the
said Andrew J. Riley, ajunior new
one.
from Russell, Ky. "I am glad the

Mike
Campbell,
l\larshall Univer~ity

Few students
It's anoschool
with
walls turn to polls
•From page 1
•From page 1

graduate liberal arts education, schools and schooling,
rural health care, economic
development, the fine and performing art:,; and the environment. Also, there will be developments in graduate education.
One Room School-2000 is a
parallel to the historic oneroom school.
Marshall is entering the second year offederal funding and
has partially operational sites
at varying levels of completion
at the Larry Joe Harle:,;s
Community Center in Gilbert,
Spring Valley High School in
Huntington and the Marshall
Univer:,;ity Graduate College in
South Charleston.
ORS-2000 i:,; made po:,;:,;ible
by a 1,rrant awarded by the
Telecommunications and Information Infrastructure Assistance Program, National Telecommunications and Information Administration, and
the U.S. Department of Commerce.
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adviser, said. "Then we notify
them to see if they are interested in serving. Basically, if
they meet the criteria and
want the job, they're elected."
In the case of atie between
write-ins, the criteria are
evaluated and candidates go
through the judiciary process.
The senate will also appoint
a new :,;enate president protempore to replace Mandy
Hicks, who graauated. Jacobs
will also be appointing anew
vice president. Rogers Beckett, current vice president,
will be an intern this semester at the Legislature.

by MATT BERGER
U-WIRE (DC BUREAU)
WASHINGTON - President Clinton will ask Congress
to make college tuition tax
deductible as part of his 2001
budget proposal, the president
announced Thursday.
The proposal is calling for
$30 billion to be invested in the
College Opportunity Tax Cut,
which would provide up to
$2,800 in tax relief for astudent per year, once the program is fully functional in
2003.
It would give students and
their families the choice of
either a tax deduction or the
choice of a28 percent credit for
tuition, fees and other expens-.
es.
The plan would cover up to
$5,000 in expenses for the next
two years and $10,000 after
that.
"This has never been done
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KEITH ALBEE 4
PLAYIT TOTHE BONE(R)
415-7:05-940
DOWN TO YOU (PG13)
515-715-9 15
THE HURRICANE(R) 400-700-9 50
SUPERNOVA (PG13) 520-7 20-9 20
CINEMA 4
THEEND OFTHEAFFAIR (R)
525-735-9:45
GIRL INTERRUPTED (R) 410-7:00-9·35
GALAXY QUEST(PG) 5:30-740-9:45
SNOW FAWNG ON CEDARS (PG13) 720-9:45
THE GREENMILE (R)
NEXT FRIDAY (R)
520-7 30-9 40
STUART LITTLE (PG) 5.00-7 00-9 00

SHOWTIMES AS OF FRI. 1/21

Lifetime Learning tax credits
in 1997.
Education Secretary Ric-hard
Riley told the audience, which
included higher education
administrators from around
the country, that schools have
been supportive of the new
scholarship opportunitie:,;.
"Colleges like yours have
worked to keep co:,;ts down.
and they welcomed the tax
credits for their students in a
very positive way,'' Riley said.
The president also announced $1 billion to help students stay in school. through
additions to the Pell Grants
and Work-Study programs,
Minority students would
benefit from a new proposal
that would give students at
minority-serving institutions
two degrees - one from the
school and one from apartner
institution in afield in which
minorities are underrepresented.

The Dorm fire brings up sprinkler issue
Parthenon
''Your
first
source for "l
campus
news arid
sports''
by AMY WESTFELDT
Associa tedPress W
riter

SOUTH ORANGE, N.J. three college students, Gov.
Christie Whitman said she
would consider legislation
requiring sprinkler sy:,;tems in
all college dormitories.
don't think you could put a
price tag on human life," she
said.
Sprinklers weren't required
when Boland Hall was built 48
years ago at Seton Hall
University, where afire early
Wednesday killed three students and injured 62 people.
Sprinklers have been required
in dorms built since 1984.

Aday after adorm fire killed

Seton Hall will consider
"anything that we can all do to
make sure that something like
this never, ever happens
again," said school spokeswoman Lisa Grider.
Of the six people who
remained hospitalized Thursday, four remained in critical
condition.
Essex County Prosf!cvtor
Donald Campolo disputed a
published report that investigators had eliminated careless
smoking and electrical problems as possible causes.
"We are ruling out nothing at
this juncture," Campolo said.
He declined to comment on a
story in The Star-Ledger of
Newark that investigator:,;

were seeking three young men
whom aresident assistant had
asked to leave the building less
than an hour before the fire.
Students at the Roman
Catholic university continued
to question how well the university is prepared for fire,
including its handling of a
string of fa]:,;e alarm:,; at
Boland Hall. Grider :,;aid
Thursday that fire was found
in adumpster near the dormitory, but the others were false.
Several students said sprinklers should be installed in all
of Seton Hall's dormitories.
Only the two freshmen dormitories - Boland Hall and
Aquinas Hall - don't have
sprinkler systems.
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before,'' Clinton said at an
announcement ceremony in
the Old Executive Office
Building. "We will really be
able to say anyone who wants
to go to college can go."
Clinton was joined by First
Lady -Hillary Clinton and Sen.
Charles Schumer
(D-N.Y.l, who
said the program
gives students a
"real fighting
chance."
The tax credit
will be more
widely available
CLINTON education
than previous
credits. The maximum income will
be $60,000 for individuals and
$120,000 for married tax filers.
Those numbers are higher than
the current education tax credits.
The late:,;t propo:,;al comes
after recent increases to the
Pell Grants and the start of the
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''When we lose the right to be

Q) ::, different, we lose the privilege to
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be free."

-Charles Evans Hughes
U.S. Supreme Court justice 1925
Page edited by Butch Barker

THEIR view

OUR views
There
was
an
SGA erection?

What did you think of that election
Wednesday and Thursday?
"What election?" some of you may be
asking.
The one the Student Government
Association first arranged last semester
to elect new student senators.
Yeah, there was an election and it
appears few people voted. Most everyone's heard the "please vote" cries, so we
won't go there.
The front-page
story today on
It doesn't seem like the
elections
studellts had afair indicates the
voter
turnout
shot to decide wlzo was lower
would represent in normal.Whatthanwe
the Student Senate. fear contributed
is not
We'd hate to see" tothatthatstudents
the SGA schedule a ignored
fourth election, but tions, butthefewelecwhat else students were
can be done?. informed.
The confusion
from the
December elections.. being canceled and little advertising ap~r to be the culprits.
Student Adam C. Himes said in today's
front-page story that he had no idea
there were elections and Amy L. Swiger
said she couldn't tell what the election
tables in the student center were.
Two students may not be an accurate
representation, but it's apparent the
elections weren't much publicized. There
were few signs on campus and little time
to get the announcement in The
Parthenon.
It d,oesn't seem like students had afair
shot to decide who would represent them
in the Student Senate. We'd hate to see
the SGA schedule afourth election, but
what else can be done?
Candidates need time to advertise and
state their capabilities. Voters need the
time to understand what SGA is about
and why they should vote.
It seems alittle more effort and caution
could go along way when it comes to SGA.
We'll leave the decisions up to the SGA
and will keep our readers informed.
However, we must make asuggestion.
No election should be taken lightly.
There should be enough time for voters
to understand what's going on and who
is the best person for the job. The next
SGA election should be handled with a
little more care.

We
sure
do
miss
those snow days

We remember the good ol' days when
we woke up for school to find snow on
the ground and school canceled?
But it's been awhile.
Of course, we don't expect school to close
at the drop of aflake anymore, but we'd
like to know our safety is being considered.
When news stations announced lists
and lists of school closings Thursday
morning, we're sure many students were
hoping Marshall would be among the
list. Although some may have just wanted to have areal excuse to skip class,
some probably wanted to hear they
could ride out the snow and stay safe in
their dorm rooms or apartments.
Thursday's snow may not have been
severe, but each of us here at The
Parthenon have agreed Marshall has
been closed once or twice for weather
during the past four years.
We remember tracking through the
snow to get to our 9a.m. classes. Some
remember slipping and sliding in their
cars as they attempted their daily commute to campus.
This isn't an effort to encourage campus
to shut down every time the weather is anything less than pleasant, but it is ademand
to know our safety is truly being considered.

Separation sends
wrong message

Bitter or not, Y2K was.alet down
Ireally hate to mention it.
In fact I've refused talking
about it as much as I've refused to
visit Wal-Mart or wear tech vests.
Igave in to W~l-Mart about a
year ago and Istill have no plans
to don avest, despite those
catchy GAP commercials.
However, I'm about to mention
the overused topic of discussion
in acolumn.
Here goes.
Has anyone noticed any differences since the year 2000?
Ihaven't.
Iremember when Iwas
younger Ithought things would
magically change Jan. 1, 2000.

There were the thoughts of flying cars, pills that are as filling
as athree-course meal and the
earth being ruled by damn dirty
apes.
Actually the last part was
never athought, but thanks to
Austin Powers Icouldn't resist
using it.
Anyway, none of that happened. There were no Jetson
mobiles or any Y2K catastrophes.
No apocalypse or annageddon.
I'm happy all those things
didn't occur, of course. I'm not
that good of adriver on the
highway and couldn'timagine
dodging birds as Icruised
through the clouds. And we all
know armageddon will not be a
happy day.
However, there were afew
things Ihoped to see happen.
Ihoped the Backstreet Boys'
voices were not Y2K compliant.
Iimagined Brian, Nick and the
other pretty boys weeping as

they tried and failed to belt out
what they call music.
The same idea pretty much
went to Britney, 'NSYNC, LFO
... you get the picture.
Ihoped for the Wal-Marts to
shut down because of electricity
problems. With the stores
empty Furbys would malfunction and explode, bringing down
every Wal-Mart in the nation.
There was one more devilish
idea Ihad. What was that
again? Maybe Ishould use a
help line and call afriend.
That'sit.
Iwanted "Who Wants to be a
Millionaire" to be cancelled and
Iwanted everyone to be brainwashed to forget it ever existed.
Am Ibitter you ask? Yes.
And that's my final answer.
Butch Barker is The Parthenon editor and really isn't that
bitter. Comments can be sent to
him at barker14@marshall.edu.

many contestants who work their
way up to nearly half amillion
dollars, and end up losing most of
it because they give in to their
greed. They go for the million by
answering tricky Titanic trivia
questions (another overdone topic)
and being confident that the
answer is, "I Will Always Love
You" by Celine Dion (which had to
have been the most entertaining
answer of the whole show).
FOX is probably thinking this
game show fad will never die.
The network is presenting its
"Marry aMillionaire" show this
February, according to USA
Today. The paper said the show
has selected amillionaire groom,
along with 50 women competing
to become his bride.
First of all, this whole millionaire game show thing is like
the Taco Bell Chihuahua - it

will get old very, very quickly.
Secondly, I'm not afeminist by
any means, but don't these 50
women have any self-respect? And
why is the groom the millionaire
- why not have the bride be the
millionaire and have 50 grooms
competing to marry her?!
Finally, what kind of guy is
going to want awoman who is
only interested in his money? I'm
sure some guys wouldn't care if
she was gorgeous and wellendowed, but women, like men, do
get old and wrinkly -what then?
Iwas always taught you should
marry for love, not for money.
What is this saying about our
society, and what kind of message is it communicating? In a
money-and possession-driven
society, Ithink the last thing
we need is agame show promoting love of money.

Mil ionaire shows take love, money to extremes
by KELLY HENDRICKS
Mustang Daily
(California Poly State U.)

-(U-WIRE) SAN LUIS
OBISPO, Calif. - So by now,
we've all probably seen "Who
Wants to be aMillionaire."
Then came FOX's "Greed" and
NBC's "Twent:y-One." If enough
wasn't enough, FOX is now pushing the limit by presenting anew
millionaire game show with adifferent spin: "WHO WANTS TO
MARRY AMILLIONAIRE."
What's next? How about
"How Many Millions of People
are Sick of Hearing About
These Corny Shows?"
OK, that was abit hypocritical
- Iadmit it, I'm hooked too. I
honestly spent last Saturday
night glued to the couch, dedicating my time to Regis and the

Staff Editorial
The Daily (U. Washington)
(U-WIRE) SEATILE - The Supreme
Court's recent ruling that prison officials
m~y segregate HIV/AIDS-infected inmates
from the rest of the prison population is not
only unjust but also sends the wrong message to the outside world.
The justices upheld alower court's decision,
which ruled that infected prisoners in
Alabama pose adirect threat to other inmates.
This means that these segregated criminals
will be denied educational and religious services, while other
prisoners may freely
attend them.
Under the terms Not all inmates
of the Americans will fight with or
WithofDisabilities
sexually violate
Act
.
posing1990
afatalanyone
threat their. fellow pnsontoersthecanhealth
of
others.
Thus,
not
be excluded every H/V/AIDS> from programs AIDS,
as
fatal dis- infected criminal
ease, wasadangerous
. is
enough to warrant necessarily a
separation
:or all danger to his/her
HIV/AIDS-mfected
inmates in
fellow inmates ...
Alabama.
Mississippi and
South Carolina followed.
We agree that while the spread of AIDS is
aworry and precautions are warranted, the
evaluations for such segregation should
remain individual.
Not all inmates will fight with or sexually
violate their fellow prisoners. Thus, not every
HIV/AIDS-infected criminal is necessarily a
danger to his/her fellow inmates -this simply
sends amessage to the outside: namely, that
HIV/AIDS patients should be quarantined
like lepers and denied the basic privileges of
religion and education while imprisoned.
This is infringing on very personal issues that judicial bodies in the country could agree
to such ablanketization of treatment is
frightening to say the least. The Supreme
Court should consider the implications of
this decision: it is stripping away an inmate's
basic rights because the government does not
want to bother seeking precautionary measures for guards and healthy inmates.
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Please keep letters to the editor no
longer than 250 words. Longer letters may be used as guest columns
at the editor's discretion. All letters
must be signed and include an
address or phone number for confirmation. Letters may be edited for
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or factual errors.
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We realize we don't have to waste your time explaining the virtues of the Internet. Let's just say that at VarsityBooks.com
we've made the most of it. Not only can you save up to 40% on your textbooks, but you'll also receive them in just one to
three business days. All on aWeb site that's completely reliable and secure. What more do you need to know?
Savings off distributor's suggested price. Books delivered in no more than three business days. Some restrictions apply.See site for details.

SAVE UP TO 40% ON TEXTBOOKS.
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Rebounding legend's
Jersey to be retired
Former Thundering Herd basketball great Charlie Slack's jersey wil be

6
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retired Tuesday, Jan. 25 at 7p.m. in the Shawkey Dining Room of the
Memorial Student Center.
Page edited by Aaron E. Runyon

s soccer aiming higher
Herd cheerleading Men'
squad to attend to increase off-season goals
NCAA competition
Friday, Jan. 21, 2000

' Team commurncation is
took sorne time to always
MU soccer team "It really
something that can
find our improve,"
Martinez said.
said the 1999 seabegins regimen in chemistry
this season. sonMartinez
was
a
rebuilding year for
The fact that 12 ersthe Thundering
Herd as playhopes of improving seniors
around to
were lost after attainwereateamshifted
chemistry.
after 9-11-1 season last year
did not theThough
its record was not ideal.
te~rn1 posted a3-3-1 record in
help."

by KIRK D. LIGHTNER
reporter ·
During an athletic year that
produced an undefeated and
No. 10-ranked Thundering
Herd football team, Marshall
cheerleading coach Donna
Dunn was hoping to gain some
recognition for her squad.
And with hard work and
some outside help, she may get
her wish.
Marshall's cheerleQ.ders have
been selected to compete in the
NCAA national competition
scheduled April 5-9 in Daytona
Beach, Fla., marking the first
time the squad has made an
attempt at the national competition.
<.
"'It was adream come true for
the team to be selected," Dunn
said. "They truly deserved it
after all the hard work they put
into it.
"It took a lot of time and
extra effort and it means a lot
to them," she said. "Especially
with it being the first time they
had tried out for the ~ompetition.''
,
The team first comp1eted a
skills video, showcasing their
talents in atwo-minute recording.
Brad Helton, a graduate
assistant with the Athletic
Department, and The Wild Dog
Saloon owner Mike Kirtner
aided in the production of the
video. ·
"Brad went way past the call
of duty in helping this video
become asuccess," Dunn said.
"He spent countless hours editing and producing the tape."
The team decided during

Members of Marshall's cheerleadlng squad race to cheer on
Thundering Herd football fans at Western Michigan.
football season that they would tion.
try out for the competition. To "I don't know exactly how it
be competitive, the squad will feel when we get there,"
began seeking an experienced said sophomore cheerleader
producer for competition rou- Natalie Ray. "But just to be
tines.
invited is agreat honor.
Jason Peetz, cheerleading "This is something we have
coach for the University of worked very hard for and hopeNorth Carolina at Charlotte, fully we can represent
filled that role.
Marshall as well as our other
"Peetz provided a routine for teams have."
the team to perform but he told Fund-raisers are under way
them he didn't think they were to raise the $15,000 needed for
good enough to make the com- the trip. Donations are being
petition," Dunn said. "That accepted to aid with those
statement just made us work costs, Dunn said.
harder."
"The Huntington Wal-Mart
And the hard work paid off. has donated $-1,500 to help
On Dec. 15, the team was out," Dunn said. "Other local
informed of its invitation to companies have committed
compete in national competi• to donating."

by MICHELLE JAMES
reporter
For those looking to lose the
unwanted pounds Santa .may
have left them for Christmas or
simply looking for a way to
spen.d free time, recreational
sports might be the answer.
The Department of Recreational Sports and Fitness
Activities is sponsoring events
throughout the semester.
The biggest activity, the
President's Cup, is a competition consisting of divisions for
fraternities, women, residence
halls and an open division for
anyone.
Each fall, teams begin competing in sports such as softball, volleyball and basketball.
Points for each team are tallied
at the end of the semester and

added to points earned whe1'1 semester include a 3-on-3 bascompetition resumes the fol- ketball tournament sponsored
lowing semester. The team by Follet, and the West Virginia
with the highest point total for State Racquetball Tournament.
the year will be awarded the For those still looking for
President's Cup at the begin- . something to do but who are
ning of the next school year. not interested in team sports or
Although the competition is competition, individual activiongoing and scores are carried ties also are offered.
over from the fall semester. The Henderson Center pool,
Sharon Stanton, assistant racquetball courts and the fitdirector of intramural sports ness center are all available for
and fitness, said new teams are students faculty and staff.
still being accepted.
Aerobics classes of various lev"We encourage everyone to els are also open for participajoin," Stanton said. "Just tion.
because you participate in the Stanton said she expects a
activities doesn't mean that good turnout for all events and
you have to compete for the looks forward to the spring
President's Cup. If you're inter- semester.
ested in joining, just stop by ' We're really excited about
and pick up a schedule of the spring semester,'' Stanton
events."
said. "We had a great fall and
Other activities for the spring we're ready for agreat spring."

photo by Brett Hall

Recreational sports offering activities

Atlanta increasing
Super Bowl security

ATLANTA (AP) - Three and

a half years after the Olympic
Park bombing, law enforcement agencies in Atlanta are
preparing for another major
sporting event - and considering every possible safety precaution.
"We understand this is the
first major sporting event of
the millennium," said Michael
Humphrey, a Super Bowl spe•
cial events manager. "It's our
hope certainly not to see a
repeat of earlier events. That
was atragedy."
Contemporary Services
Corp., an NFL-contracted
crowd management firm, will
have up to 2,500 private security officers working in Atlanta
on game day, Jan. 30, and
that's in addition to officers
from the Atlanta police, the
Georgia
Bureau
of
Investigation, the Georgia
Dome and the National
Football League.
safety.

by JAY M. MORLACHETTA
reporter
The season may be over, but
relaxing actually is the last
thing on the minds of Marshall's
men'
team.s soccer ~---Aft.er ending it. <;
season with a911-1 record, it is
time for the team
to relax and begin
alittle weightliffing and strength
training.
"It took some
time to really CARMICHAEL
find our chemistry this season,'' said senior
goalkeeper Taly Goode. "The
fact that 12 seniors were lost
after last year did not help.
"There was a big gap to fill
there, but towards the end of the
season the team began to play
much better."

Taly Goode

,;u1ior gualkr,·, Jll'I'

Goode hopes the team can
build on that.
Until next season, members
of the team will be training
hard to continue their personal
and team growth, Goode said.
"A lot of weight lifting,
strength training ·and lung
conditioning are incorporated
in the off season," Goode said.
"And each player will also take
part in individual \,:orkouts:·
He said those •individual
workouts concentrate on each
player's weakne~ses and
improvement offunl!amentals.
Marty Martinez, assistant
coach, said the off~season is an
opportune time to build leg
strength and for the men to
become closer as ateam.

the Mid-An1erican Conference
and 6-foot-l freshman forward
Bvron Carmichael received the
Co-Newcomer of the Year in the
.:\.lid-American Conference.
Sophomore defender Wayne
Bennett gained his second Alll\lid-An1erican Conference second-team honor.
Martinez said ·the team has
specific goals in recruitment
for next year's team.
"We would much rather get
only four to five players who
could come in and have in1pact on
the pro1,1Tam right away," he said.
That would allow them to fill
some of the roles left open.
Martinez said.
Martinez said he has high
expectations for next seaoon,
and is planning on orchestrating better pre-season match ups.
"This will allow us to figure
out our problems early on, and
get us ready for regular season," Martinez said.

lnterfraternity Council says....

GOGREEK111
ALPHA SIGMA PHI
ALPHA TAU OME:GA
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Pl KAPPAALPHA
SIGMA PHI ePSIL0N
TAU KAPPA ePSIL0N
SIGMA ALPHA ePSIL0N
KAPPA ALPHA
PI KAPPA PHI
Recruitment Week is NOW through JANUARY 28

confidence, pride,

[grit]
and plenty of time

to shower before calculus.

In Army ROTC, you'll get to do some pretty challenging stuff.
Stuff that builds character and disc1pl1ne. Not to mention
muscles. You'l also learn how to think on your feet andbe
agood leader. Talk to your Army ROTC advisor to fmd out
more. And get ready to sweat alittle.

ARMY R01C Unlike any other college course you can take.
FOR DETAILS, VISIT 216 GULLICKSON HALL OR
CALL CPT MIKE ARMSTRONG AT 696-6450

-- -------------------~-~~----------~-~-------
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mom and dad

ATM

When you're broke, you look at things in awhole new way.

So for textbooks and stuff, hit ecampus.com. You'l save up to 50%. And shipping's always free.

ecampus.com

Textbooks &Stuff. Cheap.
Win atrip to Jamaica for Spring Break. No purchase necessary. Sweepstakes begins 01/03/00 and ends 02/17/00. Open to US residents, 18 years and older. Void where prohibited. For details see Official Rules
on www.ecampus.com or send aself addressed stamped envelope by 02/10/00 to: c/o Rolling Stone Spring Break, 1290 Avenue of the Americas, NY, NY 10104. (WA and VT residents may omit return postage.)
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The Parthenon
editorial board

NEWSPAPER
TERMS
Editorial -an opinion
piece that reflects the collective opinion of The
Parthenon editors, ~which
is why the author's name
is not printed.
Colu:nm •an opinion
piece that reflects the
view po~nts of one person.
The columnist's name
and photo will accompany
the column.
Letter to the editor •
an opinion piece written
by amember of the pub,.
lie who wishes to express
his or her view points on
the Opinions page.
News story -an unbiased, factual account of
an event or issue written
by areporter who strives
to maintain objectivity.
Feature story •an
entertaining or touching
story written about an
interesting person or
event. Feature stories go
beyond simply stating the
facts by containing anecdotes and descriptive •
details.
Front page -the first
page of the newspaper
that contains the paper's
name, also called the
nameplate or flag, and
the top news and feature
stories of the day.
Wire page •an inside
page containing regional.
state and national news
from The Associated
Press or U-WIRE.
Jump page -also an
inside news page. Stories
that begin on the front
page are continued on the
jump page.
Opinions page •an
inside page that represents aforum of opinions
from the editors and
Parthenon readers. The
purpose of the Opinion
page is to encourage public discussion of important issues.
Sports page •an inside
page containing the latest
coverage of Marshall ath•
letics, as well as national
sports coverage from The
Associated Press.
Life! page •the back
page that contains feature stories, movie and
book reviews or other
entertainment news.
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Copies of The Herald-Dispatch are printed on the newspaper's newspaper prints 6,000 copies of The Parthenon on Its press
printing press, a7-unlt Wood letter press that has been used each day. The Herald-Dispatch was awarded afive-year publishsince 1957. In addition to its own publication, Huntington's daily ing contract with The Parthenon as the lowest bidder on it.

Hard work, long hours
result
in 'daily miracle'
Story and photos
by JACOB MESSER

Life! editor

Y

ou hold in your hands a
daily miracle - acopy of
The Parthenon,
Marshall's student newspaper for more than 101 years.
Each day, The Parthenon's
eight student editors postpone
their academic responsibilities
and sacrifice their social lives
to produce a six- to 10-page
newspaper, a process that
requires about 12 hours aday.
Day-in and day-out, the editors
strive to achieve their primary
goal: inform the university community about campus events and
issues.
"It's agood feeling to see people reading our publication and
knowing that we are keeping
them informed about the issues
and events affecting their lives
at Marshall," said Editor-inchief Butch Barker, a Mason
senior majoring in print journalism.
Unlike the student newspapers at West Virginia University
and Ohio University, The
Parthenon is not independent.
It receives funding from
Marshall students and advice
from W. Page Pitt School of
Journalism and Mass Communications professors, but the editorial content of the student newspaper is independent of both the
university and the department.
"The other professors and I
will give advice to the editors,"
The Parthenon adviser Marilyn
McClure said, "and they can
take it or leave it. They do not
have to do what we say."
The Parthenon editors are
trusted to make their own decisions based on their knowledge
obtained in the classroom and
newsroom, McClure said.
They receive much help via
two journalism courses - JMC

301: News Reporting II and
JMC 302: Newspaper Editing
and Design.
Those courses require students
in the school of journalism to
work as reporters in the former
class and as copy editors/page
designers in the latter.
Reporters are required to
write two stories per week,
while copy editors/page designers are required to edit stories,
write headlines or design pages
twice aweek.
The final decision to publish
the students' work, though, is
decided by the editors, McClure
pointed
"(The out.editors) have gone
through the journalism courses
and many have had professional experiences and internships,"
she said, "so they are putting
into practice what we taught in
our courses and what they
learned in their internships.
"They are basically running a
newspaper ... except for the
financial end of it."
That comes from student
funds and advertising revenue,
with each part accounting for
about half of the student newspaper's budget, McClure said.
Of the $223 students paid in
student fees this school year,
$4.30 of it goes to The Parthenon, according to the Office of
the Vice President of Finance.
Each issue of the student newspaper costs each student about
anickel.
Also, The Parthenon has an
advertising manager, Sandy
Savage, who is responsible for
selling advertising space in the
student newspaper.
The Parthenon spends half of
its budget on printing costs.
The student newspaper currently is printed by The
Herald-Dispatch, which was
awarded afive-year contract as
the lowest bidder.
The other half is used to pay for
utitilites and employees and to
purchase equipment and supplies
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Rhanda Farmer, areporter for The Parthenon, works on astory
about Student Government Association elections Thursday.
Farmer covers SGA for the student newspaper.

needed to produce the newspaper.
Here is a chronological
account of atypical day in the
production of an issue of The
Parthenon:
10 a.m. - Reporters file into
the newsroom and start working on their stories for that day.
With anoon deadline, they are
encouraged to do their interviews and research outside of
class and devote their lab time
to writing their stories, which
account for most of the stories
in the newspaper each day.
12:15 p.m. - Editors gather
in a conference room for the
daily budget meeting. During
that meeting, they talk about
the stories for that day and
where they should be placed in
the newspaper or if they should
be held for another day. Also,
photo opportunities for that
day and story ideas for the rest
of the week are discussed.
1p.m. - Copy editors and
page designers begin the work
of putting it all together.
4p.m. - Editors take over and
read over the pages, checking for
accuracy, misspellings and The
Associated Press style errors.
10 p.m. - About this time
each night, give or take an hour,
newspaper pages start shooting
out of the newsroom printers.
Those proofs are passed around
from editor to editor to be

checked before they are given
back to the editor responsible
for making the corrections and
printing the final proofs.
12 a.m. - Once all the corrections are made, all the pages are
saved on aZip disk. The disk is
taken to The Herald-Dispatch,
where pre-press employees open
up the pages on their computers
and send them to the image setters after being converted into
Postscript files.
Next, the pages are converted
into positives on photographic
film and advertisements are
placed on them. Then, they are
photographed by a Spartan III
page camera to produce negatives that are exposed onto Napp
plastic plates and processed in a
plate processor. Finally, the
plates are put on the printing
press, which produces the hard
copies of the newspaper.·
Meanwhile, The Parthenon's
online editor takes the stories
and photographs for the next
day's newspaper and puts them
on the online edition, updating
it by 8a.m. daily.
7a.m. -After nearly 24 hours
of work by employees of The
Parthenon and The HeraldDispatch, a carrier distributes
6,000 copies of the student newspaper to bins on campus.
Then, the cycle begins all
over again.
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